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Black Creek Township Supervisors Special Meeting Minutes 
January 28th, 2020, at 5:00pm at the Black Creek Township Municipal Building 

 

The Special Meeting of the Black Creek Township Supervisors, held on Tuesday, January 28th, 

2020 at 5:00pm.     

Attendance: Davis __Yes____; Rohrbach __Yes____; Adams __Absent____ 

 

Public Comment on Agenda Items: There is a 5-minute time limit 

 

There were no comments 

 

New Business: 

Hire Full Time Road Crew Employee: 

A motion made by _Davis___, seconded by _Rohrbach_, to hire _Martin James as a full-time 

road crew laborer at a rate of $_17.00__ per hour.   

Roll Call Vote: Davis __Yes____; Rohrbach _Yes_____; Adams __n/a____ 

 

Public Comment: There is a 5 minute limit 

 

Ron backer commented on Chicks Lane he stated it was better than it was, and he hopes that in 

the future in can be finished properly. Rohrbach replied that it was not done properly and was 

advised by engineers not to repair it with a scratch coat because it would be a waste of money. 

The scratch coat repair Adams ordered to be done cost us 50,000 plus dollars. Davis relied that 

repair almost depleted our Liquid Fuels account. Joe Webb stated that the way it was repaired 

makes all the water run down the road instead of the ditches. 

Rohrbach stated we are going to do a follow up with Beaver Twp, concerning the use of the 

Grater.  

 

Joe and Wendy Webb thanked the Road Crew for the job they did keeping the roads plowed and 

salted on the last snowstorm 

 

Joe and Wendy also mentioned a Stop sign and street sign that was bent over, it was also 

reported that some young people in an older black pickup truck were trying to pull it out. 

 

 

Adjournment: 

A motion by _ _ Rohrbach__, seconded by _Davis _, to adjourn the meeting at _5:26___p.m.  

 


